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Open Source Toolset for DevOps

Benefits of xOps Open Source Tools

xOps helps organizations

xOps is dedicated to helping companies run their

xOps’ tools identify issues before they impact the

run their technology more

technical operations more efficiently and effectively.

customers helping identify issues before they

effectively and more

We lead and facilitate collaboration on critical open

impact your customers and reducing the duration

efficiently.

source tools that support the core DevOps cultural

of incidents when they do occur. They enable

transformation.

engineers on the front line to improve processes



Partners

and drive business value, moving beyond break-fix
In the modern enterprise we often have siloed data.
CONSULTING SERVICES


DevOps leadership

it into valuable information. DevOps engineers using



DevOps engineers

the right tools can make sure that data is shared not



Management

just with the ops team, but the dev team and the

consulting


Operations process

technicians.

Our tools help bring that data together and transform

business team. By increasing transparency we help



business data in one place, in real time


build collaborative teams and reduces the time
needed to resolve critical issues.

OPEN SOURCE TOOLS



Elastic systems with automated capacity

xView



adjustment

xView brings together all enterprise data to provide a



Visibility across business metrics with

single source of information about the health of and

predictive analytics to determine trends

organizations products and services.

before the competition



xView



xSUM

Logx extends upon the awesome power of the Elastic



Logx

stack (Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) to

Logx

provide a managed solution for logs.

OUTSOURCE SERVICES




xSUM
xSUM is the first open source synthetic monitoring

Tier 1 and Tier 2

tool. Allowing users to ensure their sites and services

managed services

are available 24 x 7 x 365 from anywhere around the

Automation

world.

development


ServiceNow
administration

Self-healing systems through automated
issue resolution

ServiceNow
administration

Tools to identify issues before they impact
the customers



improvement (ITIL)


All operational metrics, logs, alerts and

xStack
xStack builds upon Zabbix infrastructure monitoring to
provide insights into systems that are truly enterprise
scale.

Sales
Move Quickly to the Next Level
XOPS OFFERS UNIQUE

XOps tools allow DevOps to think about automation,

Help your Engineers to Collaborate
with xView

VALUE

and how to automate specific data-streams and

Our open source presentation and correlation tool,

server configurations, and how to automate resolution

xView, supports the core DevOps cultural shift,

of the tickets that come up without manual

with a cultural bias towards working

intervention.

collaboratively. In the modern enterprise we often
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Partners
DevOps and

cloud

thought leadership

O pen source tools
Transformation to DevOps
backed by a strong



have very siloed data and information. xView helps
Advances in machine-learning are key because, in

to bring that data together. Engineers can see data

open source

combination with a low cost, single pane of glass tool

in a cohesive way that's shared with not just the

community

like xView, you can get true predictive intelligence and

ops team, but the development and business

Global footprint to

self-healing systems. It can become a very effective

teams as well. Business owners can get a real-

bring cost effective

learning system quickly helping to identify issues

time report that helps them grow the business and

before they impact your customers.

helps the dev and ops teams build the business.

With xOps open source tools you can implant the



Manage all your alerts from one location

process of collaboration and DevOps in the tools you



Quickly diagnose problems

build.



Create faster resolutions and happier

Big Data and Machine Learning



solutions to market
at high velocity

customers

With automation and machine learning, engineers are
empowered to solve root-cause problems, not just
respond to alerts. With this approach the cost of doing
monitoring keeps dropping as the volume goes up.


Correlate alerts to get the whole picture of
unfolding incidents from any data source



Help your engineers stop incidents from
happening again



Accelerate automation

Address the problems and opportunities
presented by massive data growth cost
effectively



Manage the effects of monitoring tool
proliferation



Provide a cost aware solution for the mid-sized
agile enterprise

xOps helps client organizations use the latest tools
and embed a collaborative process for how they are
used.

xOps
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NY, NY 10007
908-448-7015
www.xops.it
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